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•Fact (Concept)

The Journal of the Foreign Language
Association of the Red River
Fall,2009
"The Uodentaodiog of The Concept FACT in
Modern English (The research is based on the
English-language textbooks)," Roza Rokhvadze,
Concordia College
Linguistics in a narrow sense is always interested
in language. The language can be observed from
different levels: level of text, sentence and word.
These levels in their tern are considered from the
viewpoint of pragmatics, semantics, cognitive
meaning, syntax, grammar, etc. The word, according
to Ferdinand de Saussure, is the smallest speech unit
It seems to be nothing confusing with words, as their
meanings are given in dictionaries and their
syntactical functions are defined even by Aristotle.
But we know that language has its dynamic process it changes in all aspects. With the technical progress
and cutting-edge society the language becomes
different either in form or in meaning.
The object ofobservation is the concept FACT in
Modem English from the viewpoint of cognitive
linguistics. We think of cognitive linguistics as an
efficient device to investigate usage and meaning of
the concept FACT in modem linguistics.
The subject of the presented is semantic functions
of the concept FACT in Modem English. Our
investigation is based upon English texts,
etymological dictionaries, dictionaries of synonyms
and antonyms.
According to our investigation the English
speakers use the word Fact often and there are no
special contexts or definite meaning. It is possible to
see below the verity of this word: fact, factful,
facticities, facticity, faction, factional, factionalism,
factionalisms,
factionally,
factions,
factious,
factiously, factiousness, factiousnesses, factitious,
factitiously, factitiousness, factitiousnesses, factitive,
factitively, factoid, factoids, factor, factorable,
factorage, factorages, factored, factorial, factorials,
factories, factoring, factorization, factoriz.ations,
factorize, factorized, factorizes, factorizing, factors,
factorship, factorships, factory, factorylike, factotum,
factotums, facts, factual, factualism, factualisms,
factualist, factualists, factualities, factuality, artefact,
artifact, nonfact, ventifact (Google online Dictionary).
The realization of meaning lays in what language
units the individual uses speaking about facts. Our
attention is drawn by the combinability of the word
Fact with predicates. The next table contains a few
cases of complexes with the observing concept

Coote:a:ts
with
the
wordfact

Com bioability
oftbe wordfact

I
I. She never

2

realiz.ed the
fact that she
was dropped
from
home
(Dawson
1998: 76).
2. First of all
we are to
establish the
facts of this
case (Grisham
1997: 109).
3. The book is
full
of
interesting
facts
about
world
the
(Carole 2002
: 3).
4. Get your
facts
right
before making
wild
accusations
(Grisham
2000 : 95).
5. I know that
for a fact
(Grisham
2000: 82).
6. Lets just
stick to the
facts and not
jump to any
conclusions
(Grisham
1997: 209).
7. Owning to
the fact that
the school is
overfunded its
exam record
is
poor
(Grisham
2000: 301).
8. Much of
the novel is
based on fact

Realize the facts

The feature of
fact
the
according to its
combioability.
3
Something that
is difficult to
understand
or
face.

Something that
needs revealing.
to establish the
facts

Plurality.

full offacts

The basis of
some decision.
Get facts right

for a fact

strong
A
argument while
proving
somethine:.
To be objective.

stick to facts

The cause
some action.

of

Owning to facts

is based on facts

Not a fiction,
reliable.
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(Grisham
1997: 49).
9. They told
me it would
be cheap but
in fact it cost
me
nearly

but in fact

$500
(Dawson
1998: 224).
IO. The fact
remains that
the number of
homeless
people
is

rising

Strong
contradiction to
make
another
or
statement
show
another
reality.

The
stability,
ever living, not
changing.
The fact remains

daily

(American
Perspectives
1996: 348).
l l. You can't
mistake
the
fact that you
accidentally
ate it, along
with
the
chewing gum
(Dawson
1998: 284).
12. The jury
looked at the
facts before
rendering
a
guilty verdict
(Grisham
2000: 193).

Unbelievable,
but it is true.

Mistake the fact

Reliable source
of knowledge.
look at the facts

The majority of concept features are revealed
from its narrow combinability with predicates as its
shown in the table above. According to Russian
linguist N.D. Arutiunova "The key for understanding a
word lays in its predicates" (N.D. Arutiunova 1988 :
97). Nowadays we can say that only contextual usage
of the word gives the basis for defining word's
meaning.
The given contexts in the table above show
different comprehensions of the concept FACT in
Modem English. It help us to wide the imagination
about its informative volume. The concept under the
observation is abstract, but in fact in different contexts
it becomes a subject of the action (as in IO. The fact
remains that the number of homeless people is rising
daily (American Perspectives 1996 : 348)) or it visible
and gats body (as in 12. The jury looked at the facts
before rendering a guilty verdict (Grisham 2000 :
193)). These new features of FACT can be explained
by the importance and frequency it has in Modem
English Language.
Apart from features revealed by its combinability
with predicates the word Fact has new image in
contexts below. We find it efficient to draw out the
meanings it realizes in various contexts.

1. Basis
I don't know whether the rumor was based on
fact or not (CCELD 1992 : 506).
I disagree with the facts on which your argument
is based (OALED 1992: 318).
The film is based on fact (OWDLE 2003: 241).
In theory, the police are controlled by the
requirement that their suspicions about the future be
reasonable, i.e. based on objective facts (BNC).
Moreover, on the basis of the facts and likely
consequences as we know them, we have an
obligation to make appropriate representations to our
legislators (BNC).
Either way, the executive and family will have
gained more facts on which to base their decision
(BNC).
Had a vital interest in knowing all the underlying
facts and the various possible solutions (Quinn 1997 :
187).
These contexts reveal the FACT as a basis,
because the individual uses facts as a foreground for
making future decisions, actions and solutions.
2. Cause
Fact means one of the conditions attending an
event and having some bearing on it (RNT 1995 :
401).
There was not a great deal of warmth owing to
the fact that Smithy had left the door open (CCELD
1992: 506).
The construction owing to the fact in this
example points on the cause or condition of some
state: it was not warm in the room , because the door
was left open.
There is no doubt in my mind that much of her
charm issued from the fact she was keenly conscious
of her parents' native land and culture (Bode 1990 :
96).
The expression issued from the fact shows the
state of reality, which is conditioned by some fact, that
means it is understood as a cause or condition that
contributes to some action or state of reality.
The present public prosperity of the exsuffragettes is chiefly due to the fact that the old-time
male politicians, being naturally very stupid, mistake
them for spokesmen for the whole body of women,
and so show them politeness (Bode 1990: 61).
But surely it is the duty of an influential paper
like yours to point out to your readers the facts that
marriage and scoring babies are the cause of more
nervous breakdowns, violence and jumping off tall
buildings under the impression that you can fly than
any other form of domestic arrangement (BNC).
That the reason he didn't sleep was because ofthe
fact that he was just sitting around all day (BNC).
Hopefully the business coming in of this month
because of the fact that the volume of business bound
to be higher(BNC).
The fact was, Sinclair had history on his side
(Bode 1990: 13).
3. Eiplanation
Nansen total immersion hydrometer, an
instrument of variable weight and constant volume.
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The fact that the instrument is completely immersed
during use explains the tenn "constant volwne." Its
principle was first put forth by Giuseppe Pisati in 1890
and adopted by Fridth of Nansen in 1900 (WOD).
The FACT is used here as an explanation or
excuse for some situation.
4. Contradiction
But the fact is that for most of the time Martin
Lut,her King was at his prime, he was not a hero of
white America, ha was anything but that (Pergl 1989 :
43).
The expression But the fact is very widespread in
English as in Spoken so in written either. The English
speakers use this construction to make their statement
objective, lacking their viewpoint and showing their
world of facts.
I would love a car, but the fact is that I just can
not afford one (OWDLE 2003: 241).
I thought that the lecture would be boring but in
actual fact it was rather interesting (OWDLE 2003:
241).
S. Subject of the action
The fact that I am older than you makes no
difference at all (0WDLE 2003: 241 ).
6. Proof
The fact that he was an outsider proved to be a
distinct benefit, for it deepened his insight at the sane
that it augmented his interest (Bode 1990 : 63).
There are more than 300 examples of contexts
revealing the Fact's meaning as an proof.
7. Support
He supported bis argwnent with facts (MSD 1983
: 343).
8. Tragedy
The things do not live. They go quickly back to
the band of their maker that has for a moment
trembled The fact that the poor little things could not
live was one of the tragedies of life to father (Bode
1990: 22).
10. Report
When the facts had been gathered, the Social or
Economic Committee, as the case might be, prepared
a report which was then submitted to a full meeting of
the Association (BNC).
Actually the facts are used for reports and
presentation of precise information, and its not new
but none of dictionaries give this meaning of fact
11. Reason
In theory, the police are controlled by the
requirement that their suspicions about the future be
reasonable, i.e. based on objective facts (BNC).
The approach also works well when alternatives
can be considered and rejected through reasoning and
facts (BNC).
The chief value of money lies in the fact that one
lives in a world in which it is overestimated (H L
Mencken).
12.Ability
I know of no more encouraging fact than the
unquestionable ability of man to elevate his life by
conscious endeavor (John Dewey).

13.History
The whole history of the world is summed up in
the fact that, when nations are strong, they are not
always just, and when they wish to be just, they are no
longer strong (Winston Churchill).
16. To emphasize an idea
In fact, he allows Babbitt himself to see this after
a while, but by the end of the novel the protagonist is
back where he was (Bode 1990: 43).
One of its parts specifies, in fact, that no
employer would be required to hire on the basis of
race in order to correct some some racial imbalance ie., an insufficient nwnber of blacks - in the work
force (Pergl 1989 : 33).
In fact, Winebeny, a Democrat, sometimes
sounds like a Republican (Pergl 1989: 64).
I know of nothing, in fact, that properly belongs
to it (Bode 1990: 60).
In fact, hwnan dignity has become the central
point of reference when defining the rights and
freedoms of the individual (Quinn 1997: 6).
In fact, the charismatic television pastor is one
phenomenon of the late twentieth century (Bode 1990
: 78).
In fact, he took the title for his book about his
boyhood from Sinclair, naming it wryly Laughing in
the Jungle (Bode 1990: 93).
In fact, he had far better credentials than those
actually admitted in the special process (Pergl 1989 :
34).
I don't believe any people who subsist
disproportionately on even increased welfare benefits
are, in fact, equals or will ever be regarded as equals
or on the road of anywhere (Pergl 1989 : 42).
In fact there is evidence that the victories over the
traditional middle-class beliefs are not as total as they
seem (Bode 1990: 3).
Small chickens, just setting out on the journey of
life, look so bright and alert and they are in fact so
dreadfully stupid (Bode 1990 : 21 ).
In foreign policy Wilson's moralism worked even
better. After the first World War began in 1914, he
tried conscientiously to keep the United States out of
it, in fact, his campaign for reelection had as its primer
slogan «He kept us out of wao> (Bode 1990 : 48).
This is in fact, what happened (CCELD 1992 :
506).
We were asked to have a look at this seed and we
did in fact do that (CCELD 1992 : 506).
Is this in fact going to affect relationships
between Britain and Europe (CCELD 1992 : 506).
As can be concluded from all abstracts above the
presence of the construction in fact makes them be
true and authentic. So authenticity can be considered
one of the semantic features of the concept FACT.
17. Surprising
Although the true believers had no objections on
prosperity - in fact, many wanted a bigger share they continued to rely on the austere preachments of
the Bible in both private and public matters (Bode
1990: 70).
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